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types, let’s review three fabric
buttons which do NOT qualify as
background buttons.

These three do not qualify as fabric background buttons. The button at right is a
woven fabric in metal. The central button is needlework on a woven green fabric.
While the black fabric of the button at left is behind the cording, trim and beading, this is not a background button, as it is not mounted in metal, but is a fabric
button with OME.

FABRIC BACKGROUNDS
Barbara Barrans refers to the
most common type of
background button as a
“positive design” — where the
button subject matter or design
is defined by the surface
material. The button at right
would fall into this definition: the
black velvet fabric background
enhances a painted scroll design
with cut steel OME and cut steel
border.
Barrans describes a less
common type of background
button, usually done with
fabric. In this “negative”
version, the design is created
by the background when the
top metal surface is cut out to
create a “silhouette” of the fabric
underneath. The background
material outlines or defines the
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design, rather than the reverse.
While Barrans notes that these negative fabric buttons are often
referred to as “perfume” buttons, there is no evidence to support that
they were actually used for that purpose. It is likely that the perfume
would have discolored and deteriorated the velvet. She
acknowledges that the name however, does have whimsy!

“NEGATIVE DESIGN” BACKGROUNDS
Stamped brass buttons except button
below, which is white metal. Velvet
above, metallic threads included in three
of the buttons.
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“POSITIVE DESIGNS” BACKGROUNDS (clockwise from top right)
Stamped brass buttons with woven fabric backgrounds (velvet is a woven fabric).
Knight of the Holy Grail, with club, sword, shield and lance. BBB 79-10.
Flower-tailed cockatrice dragon. BBB 430.
Stag leaping a fence. BBB 79-25
Flower and ribbon
Linear and clematis. Note the
very large weave in this
background button.
Center buttons: stylized
plant forms.
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FIVE ESCUTCHEON BACKGROUND BUTTONS
RIGHT: woman’s head with a velvet background which
now has most of the velvet rubbed off. Door knocker over a
black velvet background. BELOW: Three Division III
brass background buttons; the
right two are backmarked “Sam Biern.”

Two stamped
brass buttons with
woven hair
backgrounds.

ABOVE: An unusual fabric background behind a
pierced, molded celluloid rose set in brass with a white
metal collet. RIGHT: Tinned brass stag head over a purple
woven background. Hoof and whip border.
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